"MasterStudio has dramatically reduced our development effort
and time. Productivity was significantly enhanced, resulting
in a considerable value increase for our customers."
-- Paul Klaassen, VDA Business Solutions, The Netherlands
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Graphical Scheduling. 100% Omnis Code.
PlanBoard for Omnis is a GUI framework that allows you
to easily add advanced interactive scheduling to your
Omnis Studio applications. Developers worldwide are using
PlanBoard
for
scheduling
tasks,
people,
machines,
order status, rooms, TV programming, advertising, satellite
broadcasts, appointments, projects, car rentals, etc.

Amazingly Powerful!
MasterStudio is a powerful object-oriented application
framework for Omnis Studio. Inspired by the impressive
frameworks
available
to
the
Java
community,
MasterStudio implements high-end design patterns to give
Omnis Studio developers unprecedented capabilities for
quickly building advanced and maintainable GUI-based
applications.

PlanBoard for Omnis Studio was built on top of the
MasterStudio foundation framework. Subclassing a single
so-called “PlanBoard delegate object” is all that is required
to create a fully-functional PlanBoard window instance. You
can also subclass any part of a PlanBoard window to give it
your own look & feel. One or more PlanBoard panes can be
added to an existing window class. You can use any
database supported by Omnis. PlanBoard uses your own
lists, regardless of the column names you use. Most
PlanBoard classes come unlocked, so you can easily
enhance or subclass them!
More info: http://www.masterobject.com/planboard/
Over four years in the making, MasterStudio was written
entirely in Omnis Studio by a team of experts with years of
experience in object-oriented design.
The
2006
edition
of
the
MasterStudio Developer’s Guide
counts 293 pages. The book now
includes
a
full
index,
improved binding, updated
class reference, and UML
class diagrams.
More info:
www.masterobject.com/masterstudio

Stuck in Omnis Classic?
Now that Omnis Classic is an end-of-life product that does not run
on Intel Macs and lacks of support for XP and Vista features, what
to do with your mission-critial Omnis Classic application? Many
Omnis developers are considering:
- using the conversion tool included with Omnis to ease the move
to Omnis Studio, followed by an unknown amount of time
required to “tweak” the existing application,
- training the development team for full
object-oriented
development in Omnis Studio followed by a redesign and
rewrite,
- rebuilding the application by using an application framework
like MasterStudio.
Rather than forcing yourself to make such a critical and costly
investment hastily, why not create additional time for yourself and
your clients!
Our business partner VDA has worked with clients
in Europe and the U.S. to convert their complex
Omnis applications through VDA’s Classic2Studio
Conversion Service. Where tradional conversion
tools achieve about 80% automatic conversion,
VDA’s “full service” solution achieves up to 99%
conversion! By using VDA’s service, you:
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automatic

- keep your investment in your Classic Omnis application;
- enable your application to run on OSX, Intel Macs, and Vista;
- create additional time for your developers to increase their
productivity tredendously by moving to an advanced ObjectOriented framework like MasterStudio.
For more information about the Classic2Studio Conversion
Service, please call Rick Hagen at +31-35-655-4433 or email:
rhagen@vda.nl
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